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set.This year will bring several new challenges to the design community—and many
opportunities to really help the less fortunate. In this first entry of our annual tradition, we’ll
look at the noteworthy challenges currently facing designers in the coming months and what
they can do to help others. So what’s in store for 2018? Here’s what you can expect: Mental

Well-Being With so many of us dealing with the challenges of mental health and other social
issues in the coming year, it’s important for us to remember that as designers, we’re in a position

to make a difference. This is especially true in 2018, when the emphasis will be on public
awareness and advocacy of Mental Health Month throughout February. Mental Well-Being
Month is a way to raise awareness about mental health issues and encourage mental wellness
among youth, adolescents, and adults. Mental Health Month is an opportunity to highlight the

importance of mental wellness, take the time to recognize and gain more understanding of
common mental health issues, and learn some simple ways to promote mental wellness. Starting
January 31, we’ll be sharing posts about mental health, from what mental health can look like to
simple ways you can promote wellness. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention issued a
report in March that found that from 2011 to 2017, 1.7 million American adults were diagnosed
with serious mental illness. Today, one in five teenagers experience a mental health condition.
For more information on mental health, visit the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
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Administration. The U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality reports that 40 million
U.S. adults have serious mental health problems that are affecting daily functioning. Our

generation is experiencing a rapid increase in the number of mental health conditions. The
increase is largely due to the increased awareness and diagnosis of mental health conditions.

There has also been an increasing amount of research and studies into the risk factors, causes,
and effects of
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WATTS The scheme of the amplifier phone plug for 0 WATT power output for audio
application is presented in Figure 1 Figure 1. Amplifier phone plug for 0 WATT power output

for audio application with the embedded IC EF2013 On the left side of the IC EF2013 there are
half socket capacitors to isolate reactive components (input and output IC pins) from Figure 2.
Scheme of the amplifier phone plug for 0 WATT power output for audio application with the
embedded IC EF2013 BT-535 board, and on the right side the power socket for 5 V. Figure 3.
Scheme of the amplifier phone plug for 0 WATT power output for audio application with the
embedded IC EF2013 Use of the amplifier phone plug allows to integrate or using any power
cord to charge your mobile device. Figure 4. Amplifier phone plug for 0 WATT power output
for audio application with the embedded IC EF2013 The idea of the amplifier phone plug is

implemented on the FPGA EF2013. The EF2013 is a flexible IC which includes all necessary
drivers and audio interface peripherals. The DF1 board is used as oscillator providing a

programmable frequency up to 16 MHz. Figure 6. Amplifier phone plug for 0 WATT power
output for audio application with the embedded IC EF2013 The input stage of the amplifier

phone plug with the EF2013 IC comprises differential amplifier which converts the audio signal
from the mobile phone into the CMOS level. In the test we checked the following parameters:
1. voice recognition with the help of API GW (AMR codec) was established; 2. the designed

amplifier phone plug was tested with the ear (Figure 7); 3. The amplifier phone plug was tested
for the validity of connection of the power cord. Figure 7. Amplifier phone plug for 0 WATT
power output for audio application with the embedded IC EF2013 Amplifier phone plug for 0
WATT power output for audio application with the embedded IC EF2013 The input stage of
the amplifier phone plug with the EF2013 IC comprises differential amplifier which converts

the audio signal from the mobile phone into the CMOS level. Reference design: FPGA
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